student, with acceptance of the seal on the part of the student body; the student who made the acceptance speech was the same one who had done the broadcasting the day before.
In the attitude of teachers, administrators, the public, to extra-curriculum activities-well perhaps mainly just of teachers and administrators, for I think the public has in general been more alert than we to possibili- give our most earnest attention. I shall point out some of these weaknesses as they seem to me, in the administration of the program. The first of these is that many schools have adopted the forms of an activity program without any real understanding by teachers and pupils of the function it should perform. We have had hastily introduced examples of student councils which very frequently have been as hastily removed when without consideration of what they were to do they failed to achieve any real educational purpose.
We have had top-heavy club programs, started in schools which then have fallen by their own weight.
We have had home rooms which were home rooms in name only and were mainly an administrative routine.
Too frequently we have had the copying, in rather slavish imitation of something that was being done some place else, and has seemed to be effective there, without asking what the purpose was it was expected to serve, and consequently how it could be made to perform that function.
Several years ago I had occasion to participate in a state survey in another state. We visited forty-two high schools in that state. In all of them we found home rooms, but we found only one activity common to the home rooms and that was taking attendance. Actually at one of these schools they herded the pupils together in what they called home rooms, for five minutes in the morning, for a roll call; at twelve ~o'clock they brought them back for three minutes to see that they hadn't escaped; at one o'clock they came to the home rooms again, and again were checked in for five minutes, and again at four o'clock there was another threeminute round-up to be sure that all survivors might be checked up and sent home for the night. Certainly that was no home room in any real sense.
The second point I should like to make is that we have really been afraid of democracy; we have lacked faith in the ability of pupils to plan intelligently, to work co6peratively, to make decisions and to accept responsibilities, and that in my judgment is the most crucial problem and the most critical failure of activities programs as they have been carried out in our schools of to-day.
We are living in an age when democracy is on the retreat throughout the world, when whole nations are regimented into servile obedience to a self-appointed leader. We need to develop the ability to choose leaders wisely, and one chooses leaders wisely only by having experience in choosing them and by having the opportunity to make mistakes and to learn by those mistakes.
We have been so afraid that pupils would make mistakes in judgment that we have not allowed them to make judgments, so afraid that they would choose the wrong leaders to represent themselves that we have picked their leaders for them, and I have observed this year, I have had an opportunity of visiting a good many schools throughout the country, I have seen some excellent things in the activities program, but repeatedly it has seemed to me the thing that stood out was the failure to realize how much responsibility pupils really are able to take, and the examples which have shown that recognition and that confidence may have been the high lights in the activity program in the American school.
I was interested in the question which was presented by a newly elected student council president to his principal. His question was: &dquo;Well now as student council president just how much authority have I?&dquo; The answer of the principal, and I think a sound one, was, ''just as much as you want, and are willing to take responsibility for.&dquo;
It seems to me we need to recognize that it is not a case of student or faculty domination of a school, but of student and faculty participation in administering this very complex, dynamic organization which is the modern secondary school, and that means a willingness on our part to give just as much responsibility as pupils are ready to take, and that means, more often than we are ready to recognize in them.
The third point I should like to make is that participation in the extracurriculum program has been limited to too few pupils. Sometimes One other main topic I want to take up. We have not covered in this at all the relations of the school and the community.
A lot of these people are sending me notes saying that we are skipping some of these things. I want to take up one particular idea, and ask Miss Lawry to talk about that, to bring out the relation of these student activities to the community. I want her to bear down on that.
EVELYN LAWRY: Through the work of the children in school, the people in the community will be more interested and they will help the school out a lot.
I know in Garfield, the community helps by subscribing to the newspaper and also by placing ads in the paper, which add to our financial part of the paper.
But possibly the greatest cooperation that we have ever had was during the last two months of the campaign of last year, August and September. It was during those two months that we passed the bond issue. In the August primary voting we put up the bond, which had to receive a sixty-five per cent majority; however on the first vote it only received a fifty-eight per cent, and of course we were greatly discouraged when we came back to school, we had three weeks to work on the bond issue to make it pass. This bond issue would give us larger school, an auditorium from which we could graduate, and we would not have to go to another school, it would give us more rooms, and we would have better study periods, and also we would have longer study periods. On this bond issue we went out and we really made the people vote for it. At the first voting we were more or less a handful of people, however, during the second vote we had seventy-five per cent of the people of Garfield Heights out to vote. In other words we had not just a handful of people who were for it, we had seventy-five per cent of the whole community. We 
